
 

NZQA Achievement for Mike Davies 
 

Mike successfully gained his National Certificate in Electrical 
Engineering – level 5 on 17 June 2010. 
 

Congratulations Mike from all the team at FMD!! 
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Young Amenity Horticulturist of the Year 2010  
 

On Thursday 12th August the Vice-Chancellor, Roy 
Crawford accompanied by his wife Renee, and all of the 
FMD staff were invited to a special morning tea held to 
congratulate Leigh Harrison with her recent success. 
 
Leigh was up against other contestants in New Zealand.  It 
involved a full day on Thursday 5th August at the Hamilton 
Gardens.  The day was broken into 15 sessions of Practical 
Amenity Horticulture Activities followed by a speech and 
quiz at the dinner function. 
 
Leigh received a $500 gift voucher for any horticultural 
equipment, and now competes for the title and Grand Final 
prizes.  Leigh has decided to buy a water blaster with the 
prize money. 
 
The final will be held on the 3rd & 4th November at the 
Auckland Botanical Gardens.  We wish her the very best. 
 

Pictured:  Roy Crawford, Leigh Harrison, Mark Thompson 

FMD Social Club update 
 

Saturday 2nd October: 
 

BUS TRIP TO AUCKLAND with a visit to the Otara 
Market and Butterfly Farm –  

(incl crocodiles and other animals, train ride, etc). 
 

Cost to be advised – will be subsidized by Social Club. 
 

If you are interested in taking part in this trip  
please put your name down  

on the board in the FMD tearoom by Friday 3rd September.

Tropical jungle surrounded with palm fringed white coral 
sand beaches and turquoise blue sea.  
 

The Perhentian Islands lie approximately 20km off the 
north-eastern coast of Peninsula Malaysia and are best 
visited during the South West Monsoon season when the 
rain tends to dominate the western coast of the 
mainland. The name translates from the Malay language 
as “stop” and comes from the merchant sailors that use 
to rest there on seafaring journeys between Indochina 
and Malaysia. Their environs offer, amongst other less 
active activities, the chance to snorkel with tropical reef 
fish and trek the wild monkey population.         Paul Blair 
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                               Dusky Leaf Monkey 
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Porters Rock out --- Charlie Watson 
 

With my daughter Kaiya heading off to Norway for a year, a good old fashioned shindig was required. We went for 
bands in the lounge, a big tarp over the deck, non-stop food and a fire on the lawn. The first great musical moment 
came when we were setting up the stage. My wee niece Aroha discovered the drums and jammed along keeping 
good time while I was setting up my electric guitar. 
 

A quick sound check at around 7pm was followed by a short but very sweet set by Lynne Wilkin’s band “Restless”. At 
9pm my band Purge took to the stage dealing out a 40 minute set of rock and roll and radio hits. The small cubby 
hole where our dinner table sits is a bit of a squeeze but we all fitted in around the gear. The sound was excellent 
and I even got to play a soppy song with a big gratuitous solo for my lovely daughter. 
 

At 10pm James and Sama provided the feature act. A pop rock outfit by the name of "Sunshine and the Paraschites" 
playing songs for the younger crowd.  It was their first gig and they laid out a fantastic set of bouncy contemporary 
rock songs that Kaiya absolutely adored.  Enthusiastic applause followed every song from an appreciative though 
stationary audience. It was a very cool debut gig. James always plays great guitar; the rhythm unit was strong and 
Sama sang beautifully.  
 

The night finished with a sing-along on the deck and a bunch of die-hards stoking the fire till the wood was gone. A 
great send off for my Kaiya who is now living with a family and enrolled in school in Norway. Thanks Jimmy. Porters 
are cool. 

    
                             Charlie and Aroha 2½ years. Pre-concert jam                                               Restless Band 
 

 
                    Charlie’s band Purge                                                      Sunshine and the Paraschites with James on Guitar 

  
 
 
  

Case Study – Katie Laurence 
 

On Tue 24 August, a sunny afternoon, Myles McInnes of WMS kindly snapped a great photo of John Ireland (FOE), 
John Cameron, and Chris McKinnon (FSEN) with seven of the FMD fleet vehicles, one of which is a bicycle.   
 
John Ireland is the University’s fleet manager and  
Chris McKinnon is responsible for the 13 the vehicles  
in Science & Engineering.   
 
The photo was taken to use for a case study  
about fleet vehicle management and fuel efficiency  
that is being submitted to the U.S. National Wildlife 
Federation’s Campus Ecology database, showcasing  
campus sustainability initiatives around the world.     
 

 

                                                       Photo (c) Myles McInnes 


